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ABSTRACT
Actor-oriented modeling approaches are convenient for im-
plementing functional models of embedded systems. Archi-
tectural models for heterogeneous system-on-chip architec-
tures, however, are usually implemented using transaction
level modeling (TLM). Even though both modeling paradi-
gms, actor-oriented design and TLM, can conveniently be
implemented using a common language such as SystemC, a
methodology to smoothly integrate both approaches is still
missing. In order to benefit from the best of both worlds,
i.e., analyzability of actor-oriented models as well as fast
simulation and synthesis from TLM, a combination of these
two methodologies could be the next step towards electronic
system level design. In this paper, we propose a systematic
approach for mapping actor-oriented models onto complex
TLM architectures. In particular, we will show how to map
synchronization and data transport between actors to TLM
2.0 compliant bus protocols. The key contribution of this
paper lies in our proposed methodology, which requires only
a few additional lines of source code to map actor commu-
nication in actor-oriented SystemC models to TLM archi-
tectures and does not demand any reimplementation of the
actors.

1. INTRODUCTION
Actor-oriented design [17, 16] is a widely accepted me-

thodology for co-design. In a modular manner, concurrency
and communication between components, called actors, is
emphasized. Actors execute concurrently and communicate
with each other over abstract channels, e.g., FIFO chan-
nels. Many important models of computation such as Petri
nets [19], finite state machines (e.g., [9]) as well as many
data flow models (e.g., [15]) may be considered and de-
scribed as actor-oriented. Actor-oriented models allow for
rapid development and, by means of their modularity, reuse
is easy. They simplify analysis [11], verification [6], and au-
tomatic design space exploration and synthesis [10]. The
well known Ptolemy project [3] supports modeling and sim-
ulation of different and heterogeneous actor-oriented mod-
els. SystemC [8] with its concept of modules and channels
is a design language that easily allows to implement actor-
oriented models.

Transaction level modeling (TLM) with SystemC [20, 5]
has emerged as the de-facto industry standard for archi-
tecture modeling and virtual prototyping of system-on-chip
platforms. Models at the transaction level are characterized
by a separation of communication and behavior and their
level of abstraction, which is above register transfer level.
They achieve high simulation speed by replacing the details

of bus protocol signaling with transactions, which can be
modeled at different abstraction levels. The two most com-
monly used levels of abstraction are programmers view (PV)
and programmers view with timing (PVT) [20]. At the PV,
communication is modeled without any notion of time; us-
ing a generic bus, this view reflects system architecture and
bus topology including the memory map. Using PVT, ap-
proximate timing is added to the transactions, making the
communication bus specific and allowing a first evaluation
of system performance. In an attempt to create a standard
way of using TLM and to enforce interoperability of models,
the Open SystemC Initiative (OSCI) has recently released a
draft version of the OSCI TLM 2.0 standard [18].

Mapping a purely functional model to a specific archi-
tecture is an important task in system design. As stated
above, functional modeling using an actor-oriented approach
has great advantages, while architectural models can be de-
scribed in a very suitable manner using TLM. Combining
both modeling approaches by mapping, and therewith re-
fining, actor-oriented models to transaction level models en-
ables advanced and efficient system design, e.g., by fast ex-
ploration. Thereby, mapping abstract communication chan-
nels (e.g., FIFO channels or even more complex channels)
to the transaction level with its bus-based communication
is the most challenging task. The semantics of the abstract
model must not be altered, e.g., FIFO channel sizes must
be retained, so analyses and simulation results from the
abstract model hold for the transaction level model. Fi-
nally, a communication mapping/refinement should be pos-
sible with little effort, and changing the implementation of
actors should be avoided. Therewith, the development pro-
cess and finding suitable solutions is sped up.

In the following, we propose a methodology where design-
ers can map their SystemC-based actor-oriented models to
TLM architectures by simply adding a small amount of ad-
ditional code to their top level designs. Most important, ac-
tors are neither required to be reimplemented nor modified.
With abstract communication mapped to the transaction
level, existing TLM interconnect structures (e.g., GreenBus
[14] or TLM conform IPs) can easily be used and explored
in system architectures. In our examples, we use the PVT
bus example shipped with OSCI SystemC TLM 2.0 Draft 1
[18]. The used SystemC framework for actor-oriented mod-
eling elaborated here is called SysteMoC [4], but our metho-
dology is not limited to this framework. We use extended
FIFO channels from the SysteMoC library for communica-
tion between actors. These channels enable transport of
complex data types and allow for random access to a speci-
fied amount of data inside channels.
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Figure 1: Mapping of an actor-oriented model (ac-
tors and FIFO channels) to TLM architecture com-
ponents (shaded). This architecture consists of a
bus and two components, CPU and HW. The com-
munication transaction takes place in Aggregators.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2
reflects related work. Section 3 gives an overview about our
mapping approach. In Section 4, a brief introduction to
the actor-oriented model of computation used in this paper
is given. Section 5 describes the mapping in detail. First
experimental results are presented in Section 6.

2. RELATED WORK
In [22], an approach for automatic generation of trans-

action level models from abstract models using message-
passing, shared memory, and event semantics was presented.
This approach differs from our proposal in the model of com-
putation used as input; while we use actors communicating
via buffered FIFO channels, communication over unbuffered
abstract channels is used in [22]. Besides, we use SystemC
for describing the (executable) models and for the resulting
TLM models. Within the resulting transaction level models,
TLM 2.0 compliant ports are used; we are able to use buses
written for TLM, and, in contrast to [22], we do not rely
on a database, which includes buses and communication el-
ements. This allows for rapid development and exploration
of very different available communication models without
the need to modify them. Communication refinement from
abstract data transfer to bus functional level using a pro-
tocol library is described [1], and in [21], a refinement to
networks was shown. Both use models and a methodology
similar to [22]. Other approaches use more restricted mod-
els (e.g., direct acyclic graphs in [7]). Hence, all cited ap-
proaches cannot be applied to the FIFO channels usually
used in actor-oriented models.

In general, our approach is to lower the level of abstract
communication of actor-oriented models to the transaction
level, without implying any assumptions on the underlying
communication architecture. SystemC TLM allows fast sim-
ulation and exploration. Afterwards, approaches such as [13,
12] can be applied to further lower the level of abstraction
towards hardware implementations.

3. MAPPING OVERVIEW
In system synthesis from actor-oriented models, actors

and channels of the model are clustered and mapped to com-
ponents of a system architecture [2, 23]. In Figure 1, this is
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Figure 2: A SysteMoC model partitioned into sub-
graphs, which are connected via three channels
among each other in actor-oriented modeling (A, B,
C—grey, foreground). For TLM, adapter pair cre-
ation for C and connecting/registering is indicated.

shown for the small but illustrating actor-oriented model of
a square root calculator algorithm, which implements New-
ton’s approximation algorithm. Actor Source produces nu-
merical values for which their square root is to be approxi-
mated. This is done in a loop by the actors SqrLoop, Approx
and Dup. Eventually, upon reaching a certain accuracy of
the approximation, the result is sent to actor Sink.

If adjacent actors are implemented on the same resource,
their communication is considered to be internal and can
be implemented using, e.g., shared memory. In Figure 1,
communication between actors SqrLoop, Approx, and Dup
is internal communication, as all three actors are mapped
to the same component (HW ). Those channels are irrel-
evant in the communication refinement process described
here. Moreover, the refinement of actors and their inter-
nal communication to hardware or software is out of scope
of this paper. Other channels, mapped to communication
resources (like buses), must be refined to the transaction
level—without changing their semantics. This task is the fo-
cus of our paper. In the example, the two channels between
Source/Sink and SqrLoop have to be refined to the transac-
tion level, as they cross component boundaries (from CPU
to HW ). This is done by adapters (omitted in Figure 1) and
aggregators. Adapters act as links between actor ports and
the transaction level. Because many actors with external
communication can be mapped to a single transaction level
component, an aggregator is needed which encapsulates an
arbitrary number of adapters and is connected to a transac-
tion level communication component. Aggregators contain
TLM ports and perform transaction level communication.
So, adapters and aggregators substitute designated abstract
channels of the actor-oriented model.

Substitution of a channel mapped to the transaction level
is illustrated for a second actor-oriented model in Figure 2.
This model was hierarchically partitioned into three sub-
graphs. Communication among these subgraphs occurs via
abstract FIFO channels in actor-oriented modeling (shown
in the shaded box with rounded corners in the foreground).
This communication has to be mapped to the transaction
level using adapters and aggregators (box with rounded cor-
ners in the background). The figure emphasizes the refine-
ment procedure for FIFO channel C. Adapters and aggre-



gators are described in detail in Section 5. Basically, for
each abstract channel mapped to a TLM communication re-
source, a pair of adapters is generated: one input and one
output adapter. These adapters offer interfaces to the ac-
tors which match the interfaces of the abstract channel, and
thus allow to replace it. The adapters are connected to the
actors instead of the channel. Each computation resource
(CPU and HW in Figure 1) to which parts of the partitioned
actor-oriented model are mapped, contains one aggregator.
Each adapter is registered in the aggregator of the compu-
tation resource its actor is mapped to. This can be seen
as a two-layered communication. On the upper layer, two
adapters communicate with each other. Low level communi-
cation (transaction level specific) is done by aggregators. As
an example, for the channel between Source and SqrLoop, a
pair of adapters is generated. The output port adapter for
Source is connected to Source and registered in the aggre-
gator included in CPU, the input port adapter for SqrLoop
is connected to SqrLoop and registered in HW’s aggregator.
Issues that have to be clarified when refining FIFO-based
communication to bus-based communication include:

• FIFO channels contain internal buffers, buses do not.
How to handle these buffers? How to support differ-
ent handling strategies for the buffers without adding
complexity to the methodology?

• Actors may exchange arbitrarily complex data. How
to handle serialization and other data format?

The mapping step should not be done all by hand, because
rewriting the model is an error prone and time consuming
process. We will propose a methodology for communica-
tion refinement which enables designers to flexibly map sys-
tems to heterogeneous architectures with little effort—only
by adding a few lines of code to their top-level designs. Be-
fore we describe our mapping procedure in detail, a more in
depth explanation of actor-oriented models is given in the
following section.

4. MODEL OF COMPUTATION
For the mapping of the communication from actor-oriented

models to the transaction level, the channel interface and
communication semantics between actor and channel are the
important aspects to consider. Synchronization between ac-
tors must not be altered, even if the FIFO buffer is dis-
tributed. To achieve this, understanding of the used model
of computation is a prerequisite. This section gives a brief
summary to actor-oriented models with focus on channel
interface and semantics of the used SysteMoC library.

In actor-oriented models, actors are concurrently executed
and communicating entities. Communication is restricted to
dedicated channels. Tokens are produced and consumed by
actors and transmitted via those channels. Actors contain
ports, to which the channels are connected. Here, we focus
on port to port communication media with FIFO semantics
that connect exactly one output port with exactly one input
port. In general, FIFO channels allow for great flexibility
in high level design, but are very complex and hinder sys-
tem synthesis, because of their internal storage and complex
access semantics.

Due to its well defined semantics, we will use SysteMoC
[4] in the following approach. SysteMoC is a SystemC li-
brary for actor-oriented modeling. However, our proposed
methodology is not limited to this framework. In SysteMoC,
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Figure 3: SqrLoop actor from Figure 1 with input
ports i1 and i2, output ports o2 and o3, and state
machine. The state machine consists of two states
and three transitions. Each transition is a pair of
activation pattern / action.

actors are divided into three parts: (1) the communication
ports, (2) the actor functionality, and (3) the actor commu-
nication behavior. See Figure 3 for the SqrLoop SysteMoC
actor from the square root calculator. Functionality is a
collection of functions, actions and guards, that can access
data on channels via ports. Actions are allowed to manip-
ulate some internal state (internal variables) of the actor,
while guards can depend on the internal state, but are pro-
hibited to alter it. These functions are only executed during
transitions of a finite state machine which implements the
communication behavior of the actor. Transitions in this
state machine include an activation pattern and an action,
which is executed, if the transition is taken. The activation
pattern determines under which conditions a transition may
be taken, e.g., depending on a certain minimal amount of in-
put tokens, values of tokens on input ports, or guards. For an
example look at the transition from state loop to state start
in Figure 3. This transition is activated, if its activation pat-
tern evaluates to true, i.e., one token is available at port i2,
guard fcheck returns true, and space for one token is available
at port o3. While executing an action, access to all tokens
(as stated in the activation pattern) in a random manner
must be possible. Additionally, guards may depend on to-
ken data. This requires the possibility for non-consuming
(non-destructive) read of tokens from channels. When the
execution of the action function is finished, this is commit-
ted to the relevant channels. Thereby the transition of the
finite state machine is completed and tokens are consumed
and produced finally and atomic; free space and new tokens
become visible to connected actors. Transition-based exe-
cution of actors can be summarized: (1) activation patterns
are evaluated, (2) one of the activated transitions is cho-
sen for taking, (3) the associated action is executed, and (4)
completion of the action is committed, which triggers atomic
token consumption/production. A more detailed discussion
on SysteMoC can be found in [4].

For the mapping of FIFO channels to transaction level
models, the interface through ports is important. As de-
scribed, tokens can be accessed in a random manner, and
only a commit signal triggers token production and/or to-
ken consumption, which is visible to the connected ports—
the underlying channel (or our proposed substitution) will
handle this. Additionally, peeking tokens for guard evalua-
tion must be possible. In SysteMoC, channels perform an
additional task, which a substitution has to mimic. For sim-
ulation speed, the channels use events to notify changes in
token numbers to the actors. Even if for the used SysteMoC
library some more effort is needed, in general our methodo-
logy relies only on small restrictions on ports/interfaces of



the used framework: (1) the framework has to maintain re-
strictions on token access and (2) actors have to signal com-
pleted transitions for token consumption/production. Be-
sides SysteMoC, other frameworks for actor-oriented design
can easily be adapted or created, e.g., designs based on pure
FIFO channel communication as provided by SystemC.

5. MAPPING CONCEPTS
In mapping of actor-oriented models to TLM architec-

tures, adapters and aggregators have a central role (see Fig-
ure 2). The main idea of our methodology was already de-
scribed in Section 3. More details of the concept of adapters
and aggregators follow in the next subsections. At first, we
show some source code of the proposed mapping framework
applied to map the square root example.

As stated before, for communication refinement of ab-
stract channels, adapters are created in pairs. For conve-
nience, creation is done in a factory (see Figure 2), which
automatically associates input port and output port adap-
ters with each other. These adapters must be connected to
ports of subgraphs and registered to aggregators of compu-
tation resources, in which they are eventually implemented.
This is shown in Listing 1 for the top-level design of the
square root calculator. The essential tasks for mapping—
adapter pair creation, connection, and registration—are un-
derlined. For easy registering, adapters need to be data
type-independent; for connecting to ports, a data depen-
dent part of the adapter (called plug) is used. Function
createPair creates an adapter pair with internal storage of
given size, takes two pointers which eventually point to the
created adapters, and returns a pair of data type-dependent
plugs. These plugs are connected to ports and the adapters
are registered to aggregators. More sophisticated functions
for pair creation exist.

Port Adapters
A port adapter is connected to a SysteMoC port and adapts
between the actor and the aggregator it is registered to.
Therefore, the adapter implements two interfaces. The adap-
ter’s interface towards the port is equal to the abstract chan-
nel which should be replaced. Via this interface, the port
accesses tokens, possibly more than one in a random man-
ner, and commits completed actor-oriented transitions with
a signal. Besides, output ports allow only for writing, input
ports allow only for reading, tokens must not be transmitted
or removed before a transition is completed, etc. Adapters
must respect all of this. Towards the aggregator, data types
of tokens have to be converted (e.g., serialized and deserial-
ized) by the adapter. Additionally, meta information (e.g.,
available tokens, total FIFO size) must be provided for ag-
gregators, a commit signal for each transition is forwarded
from the actor to the aggregator, and event handling for the
actor is done. In SysteMoC, actors need to be informed when
specified amounts of data/space are available; this is done
inside the SysteMoC channel, so adapters need to generate
equal events for actors.

To preserve semantics of the unmapped actor-oriented
model, the internal storage of the FIFO channels being re-
placed has to be transferred to the mapped model. Addi-
tionally, the transition-driven synchronization of actors must
be maintained. In our solution, we assume that each adap-
ter can buffer at least one token locally to allow for efficient
(de)serialization. Different solutions for FIFO storage allo-
cation are possible: (1) allocate the whole storage of the

Listing 1: Complete top-level design for the square
root calculator.

1 class SqrRootTop : public smoc graph {
SqrSrSi s q rS rS i ; // Source & Sink

3 SqrCalc sqrCalc ; // Calculation
AdapterFactory f a c t o r y ;

5 public :
SqrRootTop ( sc module name name ,

7 Aggregation &aggSrSi ,
Aggregation &aggCalc ) :

9 smoc graph (name ) , s q rS rS i ("SqrSrSi" ) ,
sqrCalc ("SqrCalc" )

11 {
InPortAdapter ∗inAdapA , ∗ inAdapB ;

13 OutPortAdapter ∗outAdapA , ∗outAdapB ;

15 pair<InPlug<double>∗ ,
OutPlug<double>∗> plugsA , plugsB ;

17

plugsA = fa c t o ry . c r eatePa i r <double>(
19 1 , 1 , inAdapA , outAdapB ) ;

connect (∗ ( plugsA . 1 s t ) , sqrCalc . in ) ;
21 connect (∗ ( plugsA . 2 nd ) , s q rS rS i . out ) ;

aggCalc . r e g i s t e r I n ( inAdapA ) ;

23 aggSrSi . r e g i s t e rOut (outAdapA ) ;

25 plugsB = fa c t o ry . c r eatePa i r <double>(
1 , 1 , inAdapB , outAdapB ) ;

27 connect (∗ ( plugsB . 1 s t ) , s q rS rS i . in ) ;
connect (∗ ( plugsB . 2 nd ) , sqrCalc . out ) ;

29 aggCalc . r e g i s t e r I n ( inAdapB ) ;

aggSrSi . r e g i s t e rOut (outAdapB ) ;

31 } } ;

FIFO channel in one of the adapters (and hereby in its com-
putation resource), (2) split the storage and distribute its
allocation in two adapters/computation resources, or (3) al-
locate the storage in some other resource, e.g., a memory
attached to the bus. Which alternative to choose must be
resolved in a problem dependent manner. For example, if
an actor produces tokens, one at a time, and its peer ac-
tor consumes tokens at a higher rate, splitting the storage
and exploiting burst capabilities of the underlying bus may
lead to better results than keeping the storage altogether at
the receiver’s side. Another favorable strategy is to choose
local storages in the adapters as big as the maximum con-
sume/produce rate of the connected actor to avoid data
transfers when executing a single transition. This may re-
sult in more total memory allocation than the original buffer
size of the FIFO channel. Exceeding this limit—dictated
by the actor-oriented model’s original channel—has to be
prevented by the communication protocol. The communi-
cation protocol is part of the aggregator. It determines how
tokens, respectively communicated data, is transmitted be-
tween adapters and guarantees synchronization between ac-
tors. Adapters are passive elements, i.e., they offer only
interfaces and are triggered from the outside.

To support many different requirements, adapters are pa-
rametrized by (1) token data type, (2) storage class, and
(3) commit policy. The data type may be of any arbitrary
type which can be serialized. Storage class is either a local
storage of specific size which is implemented in the adap-
ter, or a storage proxy which redirects token read/write to
other resources via the transaction level, or a mixture of
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both. The commit policy specifies how the adapter handles
a transition completion (commit) signal from its connected
actor and mostly depends on the storage class. E.g., when
committing a transition reading from the local storage, data
in this storages must be freed, fill size information must be
updated, and events for the actor must be notified. This all
is determined by the commit policy.

An example adapter for a SysteMoC input port is shown
in Figure 4. For the replaced abstract channel, a FIFO size
of two is assumed which is all allocated in the local storage
included in the adapter. In this case, only writing words
into the storage is sufficient for the aggregator—there is no
need to read words. Additionally, a commit signal from the
adapter is forwarded to the aggregator, when the connected
actor commits a actor-oriented transition, and the aggrega-
tor is able to trigger events for the actor by calling update
and can determine free space by calling numFree.

As mentioned above, adapters are created in pairs within
a factory; each adapter pair substitutes a single abstract
channel. The factory mechanism is needed to ascertain the
association of the adapters—they include references to each
other which are only needed before end of elaboration. In
SystemC, a static module hierarchy is build up in the elabo-
ration phase (module instantiation and port binding) and
before simulation starts. In this elaboration phase, also
adapters are created and registered at aggregators. At the
end of this phase, static maps are created by the aggrega-
tors, to address specific adapters. Details follow in the next
subsection.

Aggregators
Aggregators implement a communication protocol for adap-
ters at the transaction level. While different protocols for
data transmission/access are possible, we only introduce a
push protocol as an example. Aggregators are, in contrast
to adapters, active components and contain a thread. Via
their TLM port, they communicate among each other over
arbitrary TLM communication resources. Therefore, each
aggregator is assigned a dedicated address-range, timing pa-
rameters, etc. When registering an adapter in an aggregator,
addresses are assigned to this adapter. These addresses al-
low other aggregators to transmit data to this adapter and
access meta information from this adapter. The register-
ing process is done in the elaboration phase. At the end of
elaboration, each aggregator builds two static maps. One
map includes addresses of meta information and addresses
of data from peer adapters associated with registered adap-
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ters. This map is used by the aggregator when accessing
meta information or transferring data to remote adapters.
The other map contains addresses associated with data or
meta information for registered adapters. This map is used
to respond to requests from other aggregators. Whether
or not meta information and data access is needed at all
depends on the communication protocol. In Figure 5, two
aggregators and their internal maps required for the push
protocol are shown. In this example, a single map is suf-
ficient for each aggregator. The left hand side aggregator
pushes data from its adapters to the right hand side aggre-
gator. For the pushing aggregator, only a map to addresses
is needed. For the other aggregator, a map from addresses
to its adapters is sufficient. In this particular example, one
master (MA) and one slave (SL) port are needed. In general,
aggregators may need to be as well master as slave.

We now describe the simple push data communication
protocol in more detail. For a FIFO channel, its storage
is split and distributed into both adapters which replace the
channel. Therefore, both adapters are parametrized with
local storages. As soon as data is available from the output
port adapter, its aggregator checks the available space of the
peer input port adapter’s storage. This is done by looking
up the address for this meta information in the map and
sending a request to this address. If space is available, the
data is pushed immediately, i.e., the needed amount of com-
munication data for the token is sent to the address noted
in the map. In case of insufficient space, available space is
checked regularly and data is sent, as soon as space is avail-
able. The message sequence chart of a data transmission
is shown in Figure 6. After the left hand side aggregator
receives a commit signal from adapter OutA, it checks avail-
able space in InA by sending an according request. In the



example, two queries are sent, because there was insufficient
available space at the first time. Then the data is pushed to
adapter InA.

With more than one output port adapter (or with a dif-
ferent protocol) conflicting bus accesses are possible. This
demands a scheduler in the aggregator which resolves those
conflicts, e.g., in a round robin manner.

6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we present first results on mapping an

actor-oriented SystemC square root model to a SystemC
transaction level architecture using the proposed framework.
Source code of the transaction level model was shown al-
ready in Listing 1. Table 1 shows the number of additional
lines of source code needed for partitioning and mapping
the example to a TLM architecture with one bus (Figure 1).
Rewriting the code to get the mapped model took only a few
minutes when using our library. Mapping the model without
our framework is hardly possible in such a short time. Note
that about half of the additional code lines in the mapped
example are needed for TLM setup (typedefs, TLM chan-
nels and bus). Mapping one additional FIFO channel would
be possible by adding five new lines of source code. For
the sake of completeness, we added the run times needed
to simulate 105 square root approximations for each model.
Measurements were done on a standard workstation with 3
GHz Pentium 4 processor.

Table 1: Additional lines of code (loc) needed for
partitioning and mapping the SqrRoot model and
average simulation run times (in seconds) to approx-
imate 105 square root values.

SqrRoot model additional loc runtime

flat - 8,79
partitioned 32 8,94
part. + mapped to TLM 32 + 48 16,10

7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have proposed a systematic approach of

mapping actor oriented SystemC designs to TLM architec-
tures. Our main goals were easy usage and rapid refining
of models: our approach requires only a few additional lines
of source code to map actor communication to TLM archi-
tectures and does not demand any reimplementation of the
actors—designers can explore and simulate TLM architec-
tures in a fraction of time needed for all by hand refinement
without our library.

In future work, we will use our library to optimize the
buffer distribution in the implementation, i.e., we will deter-
mine the best mapping of memories of the abstract channels
from the actor-oriented modeling to memories in the TLM
system. Here, different options could be explored: Place
buffers inside the sender, inside the receiver, or into some
external memory, or even distribute the memories over these
components. Also, we will provide more protocols for com-
munication a client can choose from when creating adapter
pairs. Long-term objective is to automate the refinement
process and to integrate it into design space exploration
tools. This enables exploration of different communication
media, e.g. buses, due to respecting their characteristics.
Also the exploration becomes more accurate by better esti-
mating communication overhead, conflicts, etc.
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